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ABSTRACT

The Naval Weapons Center (NWC) A-6E flight test program, like so many DOD efforts,
is caught in the vise of declining budgets and increasing demands and requirements. The
A-6E data management system has evolved over 30 years by extensive testing and reflects
all the “real world” experience obtained over that period of time. This paper will address
that data management system, specifically how data is recorded on the A-6E during flight
test and some associated issues as well as how that data is managed for analysis use, all
within the environment of tight budgets and increased requirements.

INTRODUCTION

The A-6 platform has been in the U. S. Navy inventory for 30 years. During this time,
numerous upgrades to the aircraft have been initiated and completed. These upgrades, in
some cases, were developed to improve the platform performance. For other cases, the
platform had to be upgraded to allow the integration of new weapons that were designed
using technology that had superseded the current configuration of the aircraft. It is these
changes, for the most part, which have caused the requirement to add additional data
transfer systems (I.E MIL-STD-1553) onto the platform. Specific items have been placed
on the aircraft to allow the integration of these weapons. Other platforms have not had to
go through this process as their architecture easily allowed the integration of these new
weapons. Due to mission requirements, the aircraft has been successfully upgraded for
both platform improvements and weapons integration. However, the data reduction
capabilities have not kept track with these. The current telemetry/data reduction system
has been in place for over ten years and has not seen any major improvements. Presently,
this lack of capability is starting to impact the flight test program. This problem is more
evident in the ground support than it is in the aircraft instrumentation package used by
NWC. Currently, A-6E avionics data architecture, as depicted in Figure 1, consists of
data generated by a mission computer, 1553 data, a 1.2 Mhz data, a 100 Khz data stream,
and other data sources peculiar to a specific weapons suite used on the aircraft for a
mission. The various types of data that are recorded on the A-6E present some interesting
problems and require innovative solutions.



 1) SENSOR DATA AND 2) COMPUTER CONTROLS
INTERNAL NAVIGATION AND DISPLAYS

ACCEL - ACCELERATION ADI - ANALOG DISPLAY INDICATOR
ADC - AIR DATA COMPUTER BNCP - BOMBARDIER/NAVIGATOR CONTROL
ADA - ANGLE OF ATTACK   PANEL
BCS - BALLISTICS COMPUTER SET CCU - COMPUTER CONTROL UNIT
ELEV - ELEVATION UP OR DOWN DDU - DIGITAL DISPLAY UNIT

  FROM HORIZON DRS - DETECTING RANGING SET
IMU - INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT DVRI - DIRECT VIEW RADAR INDICATOR
INS - INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM FLIR - FORWARD LOOKING INFARED
MACH - INDICATED AIR SPEED   RECEIVER
OAT - OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE FOV - FIELD OF VIEW
PSN - POSITION INFO - INFORMATION
TGT - TARGET NAV - NAVIGATION
VGI - VERTICAL GYRO INDICATOR OSU - OPTICAL SIGHT UNIT

PAIP - PILOT’S AUXILIARY INDICATOR
3) MISSILE WEAPONS SYSTEMS   PANEL

PCU - PEDESTAL CONTROL UNIT
ACU - ARMAMENT CONTROL UNIT TSP - TURRET STABILIZED PLATFORM
AIS - AVIONICS INTERFACE SET
AIU - AVIONICS INTERFACE UNIT
CLC - COMMAND LAUNCH COMPUTER FIGURE 1 - A-6E AVIONICS
GASM - GENERIC AIR TO SURFACE MISSILE ARCHITECTURE
HARM - HIGH SPEED ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE
IMP - INTEGRATED MISSILE PANEL
MSU - MISSILE SWITCHING UNIT



A-6E AVIONICS (MISSION COMPUTER)

The data produced by the mission computer was originally intended to be recorded on a
9 track digital tape recorder. Additional recording requirements dictated that the data had
to be recorded in analog form on a MARS recorder. To bridge the gap between the
source of digital data and the requirement for analog data, NWC designed and installed a
parallel to serial digital data convertor (PSDDC). This unit also embeds time on the PCM
stream that is sent to the MARS recorder. Originally, when the computer was first
introduced, a buffer of 256 24 bit words was reserved for the storage and transmission of
variables to the recording device. As more and more weapons systems as well as other
capabilities were added to the A-6E, this presented a problem as far as the length of the
buffer. Since the buffer length could not be increased, a concept of “branch codes” was
introduced. The decom list for the PCM data is not standard as variables can be placed in
specific locations depending on the operational mode of the flight program. For example,
if the active mode involves free fall weapons delivery, then variables relating to that profile
arc stored in location X, Y, and Z. If the mode involves missile delivery, then variables
relating to that mode can stored in the same location. Figure 2 depicts an example of
variables with branch code conditions. These are simple examples and, in reality, there are
so many branch code conditions that the use of subframes could not be considered.
Another concept that was implemented to reduce the number of variables recorded in the
standard buffer list is referred to as “two second data”. This is data that is available and
static for any and all modes. When the recorder is initially turned on by the flight crew, the
same set of variables are recorded for the first two seconds of record time. Again, these
are variables that remain static throughout any mode. The idea of two second data is
nothing but a subframe of data which is defined by its own sync word.

  DECOM TYPE VARIABLE SCALE UNITS BRANCH CODE
LOCATION FACTOR

    042 H DTGTF2 10 FT/SEC IF (Q232=0 AND (Q345=1 AND
(Q216=0)) AND (Q537 OR Q538))=0

    042 EH  DT 9 NM IF Q232 = 1
    042 H  SIGRTO 0 DEGREES IF (Q537 OR Q538) = 1
    042 H  RG1 19 FEET IF Q345 =1 AND Q216 = 0)

    (H implies HALFWORD, EH implies EARLY VARIABLE HALFWORD)

FIGURE 2 - BRANCH CODE EXAMPLE

There is one other item that adds interest to this process. Within the Mission computer,
there are four high speed subroutines (HSSR) that are executed during each iteration. The
buffer is sent out between the first and second high speed subroutines and the time is
stamped at the start of the iteration. This implies that all of the data recorded from
HSSR2, HSSR3, and HSSR4 really relate to the previous iteration time. Figure 3 depicts



the software architecture of the mission computer. The variables recorded resulting from
HSSR1 are called “early variables”, as these variables are really pertinent to the next
iteration. The variables generated in HSSR2, HSSR3, , and HSSR4 could also be
considered “late variables”. Since most variables are from the last three high speed
subroutines we consider those recorded in HSSR1 the special case to reduce host
workload. Figure 4 depicts examples of early data. All of this makes for an interesting
time in creating time correlated engineering units. Fortunately, the Mission Computer can
assign at will variables into the buffer for recording. The time and computer power needed
to process the flight buffer created on the aircraft is significant.

A-6E AVIONICS (DATA BUS)

Another interesting issue is the data rate of the 1553 data. The MIL-STD-1553 system
was not added to the A-6E until the early 1980’s. This system was added to allow the
integration of weapons onto the A-6E which had been designed with the newer aircraft
(F-14, F/A-18, as well as newer Air Force platforms). When this system was added, the
instrumentation of the A-6E’s did not change significantly. Additionally, a 1.2 Mhz
channel from the mission computer was used to integrate the 1553 system with the
mission computer via a hardware addition referred to as the Avionics Interface Set (AIS).
This change allows communication between the weapons systems and the mission
computer. The 1.2 MHz data from the mission computer is a command/response format
consisting of four data streams. These signals am monitored by a 1.2 Mhz Monitor Unit
where the data is converted to a standard PCM stream for recording on the MARS
recorder. The 100 Khz (or Missile A) channel has the same format as the 1.2 Mhz data
and is sent to the MARS via a Missile A Monitor Unit. The aircraft sends this signal out to
four weapons stations and the one monitor units converts any message sent to any
station. Other PCM streams arc recorded as the test schedule dictates. For each of these
signals, a monitor unit is fabricated to converted the data to a standard PCM format for
recording.

In order to have the recording time necessary, the flight recorder must run at the rate of 30
IPS. Obviously, 1553 data cannot be recorded at 30 IPS due to a high data rate. To
overcome this problem, NWC developed a Dual Bus Monitor Unit, a “ping-pong” system
which basically splits the 1553 data stream into two data streams to be recorded on the
recorder. At the Aircraft Telemetry processing system, that data is merged with another in
house unit called the Merger/formatter unit, or MFU which merges and digitizes the data
for standard data reduction. The MFU also serves as the decom unit for digitizing all data
recovered from the A-6E analog flight tapes.



FIGURE 3 - A-6E SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE



DECOM TYPE VARIABLE BRANCHODDE
LOCATION

236A ED Q224
236B D Q226 IF Q401=0 INPUT VALUE
236B D Q226S IF Q401=1 SYSTEM VALUE
236C D Q229 IF Q401=0 INPUT VALUE
236C D Q229S IF Q401=1 SYSTEM VALUE
236D ED Q265
236E D SPARE
236F D SPARE
236G D Q227 IF Q401=0 INPUT VALUE
236G D Q227S IF Q401=1 SYSTEM VALUE
236H D Q273 IF Q214=0 INPUT VALUE
236H D Q273S IF Q214=1 SYSTEM VALUE
236I ED Q256
236J D Q228 IF Q401=0 INPUT VALUE
236J D Q228S IF Q401=1 SYSTEM VALUE
236K ED Q257
236L ED Q253
236M ED Q258
236N ED Q255
236O ED Q252
236P ED Q251

(D implies DISCRETE, ED implies EARLY DISCRETE)

FIGURE 4 - EARLY VARIABLE EXAMPLE
(DISCRETE VARIABLES WITH BRANCH CODES)

A-6E DATA REDUCTION

The data reduction requirements are performed after the flight is complete and the analog
flight tape has been recovered as opposed to real time data processing utilizing a work
station. Due to the time limitations of the analysts and the inability of any system to handle
the complex mission computer data stream an a real time basis, no data is analyzed while
the aircraft is still on the range. Flight tape processing is performed using the MFU. This
process starts with the digitizing of the flight tape. For each data signal present on the
analog tape, a digital tape is produced. The data from the digital tape is then transferred to
the VAX. A Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer has been procured and is going
through final testing at this time. All data reduction is performed post flight on VAX



11/785 computers. To handle the post processing requirements, an approximate total of
700,000 executable lines of FORTRAN are required for the many data reduction
requirements of the A-6E flight test program at NWC. The software residing on the VAX
is one of the strong points of the data reduction system. This software in general, is easy
to run and does not require continuous changes and as a result, all data is produced by
data technicians rather than the analysts. Different software suites allow the presentation of
data in various forms which greatly assist the analyst in determining flight performance as
well as anomaly resolution. Along with the flight data, the system also processes Time-
Space-Position data (TSPI) provided by the range. The software allows the time
correlated integration of both TSPI and mission computer data which is necessary to
analyze Inertial Navigation System (INS) performance. Other platforms (AV-8B and
F/A-18) use this same data reduction system for data presentation and the process is
similar for all projects.

Like other systems, this one can also stand improvement. At present, There are only two
MFU’s present on the system and each MFU can only digitize one signal at a time. This
often creates a unacceptable turnaround time for raw data availability. To overcome this,
concurrent data strcams processors are being acquired. The computers have become
overburdened with the increase in data requirements, with respect to CPU and disk space
availability. Eventually, faster computers will need to be procured to allow data processing
to take place within a reasonable amount of time. In the mean time, the software on the
system is being analyzed for efficiency and changes are being made to improve this. Also,
the data technicians have started working multiple shifts. This is required for the short
term, but is generally inconvenient as questions arise and NWC, for the most part, does
not have multiple shift operations. Disk space is a problem solved by acquiring mass
storage devices in the future. These would do much to make old data more available for
use as well as eliminate the need to store these data on hundreds of digital and analog
tapes. For the short term, disk space management is critical and VAX system tools are
helping to control disk space.

There are some problems with the existing system that might be difficult to overcome in
the near term. First of all, overcoming the complexity of the decom list utilizing the branch
codes is a difficult task that needs to be addressed. There have been limited cases where
the decorn did not match the mission computer software and “bad data” was observed.
The solution of this problem could very well arrive with new mission computers which
should be soon. These new computers will be much faster and have many times the
memory as the current version. The new computer should allow a larger buffer and ergo
the elimination of the branch codes. The other major problem is the constraint of available
recording time. At present, without major surgery to the flight instrumentation package,
this is an unsolvable problem. The advent of the helical scan recorders is interesting but 



not practical for use on the A-6E due to the channel constraints associated with this new
technology.

CONCLUSION

This system, in general, has served the A-6E well throughout the years and it does satisfy
data acquisition and reduction requirements, though improvements to the system are
warranted. The current system has been successfully adapted to handle increased
requirements. However, there is little room left for expansion. If the A-6E is to continue its
proud heritage and if new capabilities arc added. serious consideration should be given to
upgrade the airborne telemetry as well as the ground station to provide the users with
flight data. There is also one other consideration that will affect all DOD flight test
programs. With the current budget constraints, the number of flight tests performed by
any activity is sure to decrease due to a lack of resources (i.e. ordnance, range cost, and
Aircraft/crew shortages). This would imply that the importance of post flight data analysis
will grow for all programs and more analysis of this data will have to take place, which
implies that more attention should paid to the telemetry/data reduction systems which
provide this valuable data.


